
Brain wave, art machine, or some other type of imagined machine

Modern technology – phones, tablets, computers, TV - devices that are black or silver (metal or 
plastic) boxes (other colours are available). What's inside, how do they work? Small, compact, fast 
working.

The work would be a device that is just a box (may have lights or switches, fake screens (menus)) 
designed to look like a modern piece of technology. Rounded. It would give the illusion of doing 
something complex, or perhaps futuristic, but should seem plausible. Not too far away from current 
technology.

Would making it from found technology that is cobbled together or jury rigged make it less 
plausible than something that looks modern?  

Brain wave machine

Scans your brain for ideas? Provides a print out.
 
Consists of a box with a headset connected to it. The box has buttons, switches and lights and has 
an opening for a printout. Put the headset on and press the button, or perhaps other buttons are 
pressed and it may have a simple set of instructions. Some of the buttons could either do nothing or 
give the illusion of doing something – lights flashing, noises etc. After a few seconds the machine 
produces a read out – just lines? Machine pulls paper on a roll under some pens and feeds out the 
front. Can be torn off and taken away. No indication of how to interpret the lines, although they may
themselves provide inspiration or questions? How does this thing work? What does it show?   

Inside:

Simple circuits
Roll of paper with a motor to feed it out. 
Oscillating mechanism to make pens move over the paper to produce a read out. Or something to 
make them move and create a set of lines. Would be better if the lines are random, rather than a 
regular pattern.
Power -  batteries or power supply?
Have access to change paper roll and batteries if it has them.

Head set :

Look at modern medical equipment – scanners and imagine, design a smaller version.
Medical equipment is normally white – blue or green buttons, lights or read outs?

May have accompanying diagrams/ cut away drawings/ circuits descriptions.  


